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at Lafayette College, The American Society of Mechanical Engineers...

- Allows mechanical engineering students to design and build their own engineering projects
- Provides mechanical engineering students with engineering experience outside of the classroom
- Grants members the opportunity to attend engineering conferences
- Brings astronauts, pilots, and professional engineers to campus to provide students insight about life as an engineer

Engineering Crawl
Students learned about different engineering fields by manufacturing their own gearbox using welding, soldering, 3D printing and laser cutting!

Electric Tractor
ASME teamed up with LaFarm to convert a diesel tractor into an electric tractor!

ASME meets weekly to discuss and work on projects

Want to be a part of ASME?
Contact Zev Granowitz
granowiz@lafayette.edu
Tri Beta Biological Honor Society

Our Purpose & Mission:
"Beta Beta Beta (Tri Beta) is an honor society for students, particularly undergraduates, dedicated to improving the understanding and appreciation of biological study and extending boundaries of human knowledge through scientific research."
From Tri Beta National

At Lafayette, we are a strong organization that strives to recognize student achievements in biology, strengthen connections within our department, and support fellow students in their studies of the biological sciences.

"We strive to create an accessible environment for any student interested in Biology at Lafayette."

Society Highlights and Events:
- DNA Day (partnership with March Elementary School)
- Lunch Conversations w/ Professors
- Course/Career Q&A Sessions
- Faculty & Student Research Talks
- Biology Study Sessions
- Big/Little Sibling Mentor Program
- Women in STEM Tea

Important Information for Induction:
- 3.0 Overall GPA Required
- 3.0 Biology GPA Required
- Must have taken at least 3 Biology courses
- $55 Full Membership Fee*

Even without being formally inducted, all interested students are encouraged to participate in meetings and events!

For more information, contact Alexandra Kasparian at kasparam@lafayette.edu.

*Tri Beta Biological Honor Society does not wish to exclude potential members on the basis of financial concerns. If there is any concern with paying the Membership Fee, do not hesitate to reach out; accomodations can be made.
LAFFAYETTE COLLEGE’S
CHAPTER OF THE AMERICAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY

OUR MISSION
AS THE FIRST EVER STUDENT AFFILIATE CHAPTER OF ACS, OUR GOAL IS TO
PROMOTE SCIENTIFIC INTEREST AND BUILD RELATIONSHIPS AMONG
STUDENTS, FACULTY, AND ALUMNI ALIKE FOR THE BETTERMENT OF THEIR
PERSONAL AND ACADEMIC EXPERIENCES

FEATURED EVENTS
• WEEKLY CHEMISTRY CONVOS WITH COOKIES
• LIQUID NITROGEN ICE CREAM
• TRIVIA WITH PRIZES
• SILVER-PLATING ORNAMENTS
• TIE-DYEING LAB COATS

INTERESTED IN JOINING?
ATTEND WEEKLY MEETINGS ON WEDNESDAYS AT 4 PM AT THE SECOND FLOOR TABLES IN THE HUGEL SCIENCE CENTER

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:
CO-PRESIDENTS
JACKIE SHARP; SHARPJR@LAFAYETTE.EDU
MICHELLE HENDRICKS; HENDRICM@LAFAYETTE.EDU
Lafayette Neuroscience Club

MISSION

- Offer students interested in neuroscience the opportunity to experience the field outside of the classroom
- Create a greater sense of community amongst neuroscience majors
- Provide learning opportunities in the form of
  - Service learning, guest speakers, and involvement with the greater Lafayette and Easton community
- Co-sponsor functions with other academic clubs to encourage interdisciplinary collaboration
- Participate in on-campus events that raise awareness for mental health or neuroscience-related factors
- Have senior members serve as mentors for underclassmen and help them with course scheduling, finding research opportunities on campus, searching for summer internships, and growing as academics and student leaders

WHY WE ARE UNIQUE

- Our club is instrumental in promoting the representation of neuroscience as a field and as major on campus
  - Neuroscience is a diverse, relevant discipline that extends into other academic domains beyond biology and psychology, such as chemistry, engineering, and computer science
- Anyone with an interest in neuroscience can join
- Upperclassmen can provide robust opportunities for peer mentorship and networking opportunities

COMMITTEES

- There are three committees that are involved in ensuring member engagement and progression in fundraising and awareness events. Each committee must hold one event semester.
  - Intellectual Committee: serves to provide assistance with academic related subjects to fellow members (tutoring, internship advice, career ideas)
  - Educational Committee: serves to educate members, campus, and/or community about mental health and neuroscience-related concepts
  - Philanthropy Committee: serves to fundraise for charities that support causes related to mental health or neuroscience field
  - Also responsible for raising funds for the club itself in relation to planned or co-sponsored events

EVERYONE IS WELCOMED

You don't have to be a neuroscience major to join!

MONTHLY GENERAL MEETINGS

Individual committees meet on a regular basis.

IF INTERESTED, CONTACT

Julia Santaniello
santanij@lafayette.edu

INSTAGRAM AND GROUPME

@neurosciencelafayette

Scan QR to join Group
JOIN THE LAFAYETTE SPEECH AND DEBATE TEAM!

LOVE TO ACT, TALK ABOUT CURRENT EVENTS, PERFORM POETRY, RESEARCH, OR WANT TO STRENGTHEN YOUR PUBLIC SPEAKING SKILLS? NO PRIOR EXPERIENCE NECESSARY!

2019-2020 ACCOMPLISHMENTS:
- PENNSYLVANIA STATE CHAMPIONS
- NORTHERN TIER DEBATE CONFERENCE CHAMPIONS
- MORE THAN 300 INDIVIDUAL AWARDS
- STUDENT ORGANIZATION OF THE YEAR

EVERY SEASON WE TRAVEL ALL OVER THE COUNTRY TO ATTEND TOURNAMENTS
- SANTA ANA, CA
- AUSTIN, TX
- ST. LOUIS, MO
- LINCOLN, NB
- BOSTON, MA
- CHICAGO, IL

Want to know more?
https://sites.lafayette.edu/forensics/
Reach out to our full time coach Scott Placke: plackeh@lafayette.edu

LafayetteForensics
Reasons to Join:
- Great way to meet fellow math enthusiasts!
- Take part in fun math activities like Board Game Days and Major Mingle!
- Be a part of a supportive and welcoming community!

Our mission is to foster a love of math among all students, Math Majors or not!

Anticipated events for the 20-21 School Year
- Major Mingle
- Math Formal
- Board Game Days
- Math Movie Nights
- ...and much more!

Meetings are held in Pardee 218

No requirements to join, just a love of math!

Interested? Contact President Paris Doherty at dohertpa@lafayette.edu or Vice President Will Bennett at bennettw@lafayette.edu
Do you like debating? Do you follow current events? Join the Open Debate Club!

Open Debate Club is a casual forum for political discussion where all viewpoints are accepted and encouraged

Prior debate topics include: Is capitalism environmentally sustainable? Is global democracy in decline? Should the death penalty be abolished?

Weekly evening meetings in the Kirby Hall of Civil Rights

We debate a new topic each week!

Want to Learn More? Contact Marco Wertheimer at wertheim@lafayette.edu
PSYCHOLOGY
CLUB

OUR MISSION

• We create an environment for students interested or majoring in psychology
• Emphasize the importance of psychology in our everyday lives through discussions and movie screenings
• Provide assistance with selecting psychology classes and internships
• Work with the talented psychology professors to put on educational events for the student body

MEETINGS

• We meet 4 times a semester to plan events, get to know other like minded students, and talk about psychology!

Interested in psychology? Thinking about joining?
Email our President: Isabella Stoto stotoi@lafayette.edu

EVENTS

• Movie Nights
  ◦ Showing of Inside Out with Professor Shaw
  ◦ Showing of Split with Professor Hannan
• Mindfulness de-stressing activities
• Professor discussions
• Study hours with food and other psych majors!
Cadence

LAFAYETTE’S PREMIER ALL FEMALE
A CAPELLA GROUP

Auditions are held at the beginning of each semester.
We ask that you prepare a 1 minute song that best displays your voice.
Singers and beatboxers encouraged.

Performances include: Evening of A capella, Spring Jams, opening for the Radio City Rockettes, and many other on-campus events

For more information, please contact our President
Sophia Raffetto: raffetts@lafayette.edu
Join a diverse group of people—every major, class year, artistic discipline, and skill level—who enjoy being creative! Dues are $10/year.

Arts Society aims to advance the presence of the fine and performing arts on Lafayette’s campus.

DANCE · VISUAL ARTS · THEATER · WRITING · FILM & MEDIA · MUSIC

WANT TO GET INVOLVED?
Insta: @lafayettecollegeartssociety
Email: artssociety@lafayette.edu
THE MUSIC APPRECIATION FLOOR (IS AWESOME)...

is more than just a Special Interest House. (We have a general body too!)

We promote greater appreciation of the musical arts and encourage students to expand their musical horizons.

Our events are always open to students. Whether you want to participate, meet some friends, or just enjoy some music - stop by and say hi!

Some of Our Past Events:
- Album of the Week
- RockBand Night
- Music Video Exploration
- Lip Sync Competition

The MAFia House Band performing at the Festival of Paint

Some of our members taking the stage at our Lip Sync Competition and Fundraiser

If interested, contact: colicchn@lafayette.edu

or stop by one of our general body meetings:
1st Monday of Every Month @ 9pm
Ramer Hall 3rd Floor
The Mar-Keys’ MISSION is to perform fun and uplifting music at campus events. We are an ambitious, innovative singing group that enjoys taking creative risks and incorporating new ideas into our sets. Consider auditioning for the Mar-Keys if you like to sing and perform a cappella songs, and are looking for a fun way to get involved with the music scene on campus!!

For more information, please contact the Mar-Keys at lafayette.markeys1@gmail or by emailing our President Melaina Carey, careyme@lafayette.edu !!!
MARQUIS PLAYERS

Contact us!
President, Sarah Frankel ’21: frankels@lafayette.edu
VP, Alessia Valentino ’22: valenale@lafayette.edu
Instagram: @marquisplayers
Facebook: The Marquis Players

OUR MISSION:

Bring entirely student-run musical theater to the Lafayette community, allowing students to get involved as performers, directors, set designers, crew members, sound designers, costume designers, and many more. Marquis Players is a non-profit theater group, hosting multiple fundraisers of which all proceeds, along with all ticket sales, go towards various charitable organizations.

YEARLY EVENTS:

- Spring Musical
- Fall Showcase
- Smaller showcases
- Quesadilla Fundraiser
- Multiple fundraisers in theme of show
- “Kat-Kitten”—when each member finds out who their secret “Kat” or club mentor is!

THIS YEAR: WITHOUT BEING ABLE TO PERFORM “FOOTLOOSE” BECAUSE OF COVID, WE MANAGED TO RAISE OVER $8,000 VIRTUALLY FOR EASTON HUNGER COALITION!

WHY JOIN MP?:

It’s a great way to get involved with a welcoming community of artistic, loving, and dedicated students raising money for charitable organizations and celebrating musical theater.
POTTERY CLUB

Provides a space to unleash your creativity and de-stress while playing with clay and creating fantastic pieces.

EVENTS COMING UP

- Empty Bowls Fundraiser at Lafayette and also in Easton
- Earth Day ‘make your own pot’ event
- Pottery and sculpture workshops by professors and students

WHY SHOULD I JOIN?

We believe in the importance of engaging in relaxing activities, especially because of how stressful college can be. So this is a great opportunity to have fun learning new skills and forgetting about school work for a while.

For more information, contact: hautofs@lafayette.edu melhornj@lafayette.edu gallegoc@lafayette.edu

Open studio at the Williams Visual Arts building on weekends

Follow our Instagram: @laf_pottery_club

Unformed blobs of clay patiently wait to be molded into new creations at the touch of your hands.
WHO ARE WE?

- One of Lafayette's premiere Co-ed A Cappella Groups
- We have competed in the International Collegiate Competition of A Cappella (ICCAS, yes like in Pitch Perfect) for 4 years in a row
- We perform a variety of music from R&B, to Pop, Alternative, and Throwbacks!
- We practice 2-3 times a week and perform at many on-campus and off-campus events throughout the year

HOW CAN YOU GET INVOLVED?

- Follow us on Social Media!
  - Instagram: @lafayette_soulefege
  - Facebook: @laf_soulefege
- Check out campus announcements and posts from us for audition information
- Contact our President with questions!
  - Maddy Proulx: proulxm@lafayette.edu

A Cappella provides a creative outlet for singers and gets us involved with the campus community! There is no prior a cappella experience required.
College Initiative
LiveWell Lafayette's mission is to create workshops, events, and programs that inspire students to learn about and practice living well.

Each month, we host events focusing on a different aspect of wellness across campus.

Committees!
- Intellectual / Professional
- Emotional / Spiritual
- Financial / Physical
- Social / Environmental

Each committee takes on two months every academic year, and works together to come up with engaging activities that focus on promoting one of their Degrees of Wellness.

We also partner with other groups on campus, such as PASA (Pards Against Sexual Assault), during Sexual Assault Awareness Month.

This past semester, we have organized:
- Talks with professors
- Clothing drives
- Pamphlets about how to eat healthy in the workplace
- AND SO MANY MORE!!

We hope to see you at our famous, meme-filled, Messy Truth About College talk for Incoming Freshman!

Can’t wait to get started?
- Email Danielle Sanchez at sanchezd@lafayette.edu

AND
- Follow us on our socials, and OurCampus Insta = @LiveWell.Laf
INTERNATIONAL SERVICE FRATERNITY

- APO was founded at Lafayette in 1925 and is now the largest collegiate fraternity in the United States
- Wonderful opportunity to meet other service-minded students at Lafayette
- Engage with the Easton Community through meaningful service
- Recipient of the Aaron O. Hoff Student Organization of the Year Award in 2019
- APO has chapters across the U.S. and all over the world
- Get to know brothers of APO from many different universities!

OUR MISSION

Our purpose is to come together as like-minded individuals dedicated to making contributions to the overall well being of our community as we conduct ourselves as leaders of service on Lafayette’s campus. In doing so our goal is to carry out the values of Alpha Phi Omega, which are to develop leadership, promote friendship, and provide service to humanity.

THINGS TO KNOW:

- Cost per semester: $25 National Dues (plus optional cost of formals, apparel, etc.)
- One-time fees during pledging and initiation of new members totaling $66
- Time commitment: Weekly chapter meetings, 20+ hours of service per semester
- We host formals and retreats for our brothers each semester
- APO is an intentionally inclusive organization, we thrive because of the difference in perspective that our brothers bring to our organization
- APO is not a social fraternity, but many brothers also are affiliated with social greek organizations on campus
ENGINEERS WITHOUT BORDERS

What is EWB?
- Engineering from the classroom applied to community service
- Meetings with problem solving activities and project design
- Workshops to learn new engineering-related skills
- Local, national, and international work to come
- Work with professional engineers and educate students

Recent work:
- Built dog cart & stroller for local animal shelter (Spring 2020)
- Bridge design and restoration on local arts trail (Fall 2020)
- Attended 2019 EWB National Conference

How to get involved:
Follow us on Instagram: @lafayette_EWB
Email our secretary: gouldal@lafayette.edu
Email our president: neefes@lafayette.edu

Meeting times vary by semester
Lafayette College Emergency Medical Services (LCEMS) is committed to providing exceptional patient care to all on-campus medical emergencies. We strive to offer hands-on experience to students interested in medicine, support efforts to prevent illness and accidents, and work in collaboration with our colleagues in the emergency services. We will work in conjunction with our community EMS agency, Easton Emergency Squad (EES), in order to coordinate a collaborative approach to patient care on campus.

Contact Us!
Email: lafems@lafayette.edu
https://sites.lafayette.edu/lafems/

- Gain valuable hands on experience!
- Great way to get patient contact and insight into the field of emergency medicine
- Ride along with the local EMS agency
- Weekly meetings/trainings Tue @8:30 in Old Oeschele
- Free EMR/EMT class for dedicated members
- Yearly attendance at national conference held in the Northeast
- Check our website for application materials!
at Lafayette College, Student Government...

acts as the representative governing body.
promotes campus life.
furthers the interests of the student body.
encourages students to develop leadership qualities.
encourages students to exemplify qualities of responsible citizenship.
functions cooperatively with other constituent bodies to achieve the mission and purpose of the College.

At the Gavel Passing Ceremony, we all sign our Oath of Office, in which we each pledge to carry out the responsibilities of our position.

Interested in Getting Involved?
applications circulate once per semester, and are followed by interviews. look into which committee you’d be most interested in joining (3-5 reps each.)
Academic Affairs
Athletic Affairs
Budget (provides allocations to student organizations)
Equity & Inclusion
Greek Life
Student Organizations (helps new clubs go through the recognition process)
Student Services (Dining, Residence Life, Public Safety, Health Center, etc.)
Sustainability

For more information, reach out to...
President: Mary Zimmerman; zimmemar@lafayette.edu
Vice President: Ross Coleman; colemarm@lafayette.edu

This isn't your high school's student government! Rather than focusing on event planning, we help govern the College along with the Faculty, Administration, and Board of Trustees.
OUR MISSION

- Cultivate personal, civic, and intellectual growth for students through meaningful and effective service experiences
- Foster college-community partnerships that contribute to the well-being of the community, both local and global

OUR GOALS

- Collaborate with community partners for sustainable relationships
- Foster critical thinking and reflection
- Stimulate awareness and understanding of the community's strengths and challenges
- Promote equity

OUR PROGRAMS

Whether you want to volunteer once, or everyday, in the Easton community or far away, Landis has a program for you!

**Alternative Spring Break (ASB)**

Week long service trips held over interim and spring breaks. Students work throughout the year to educate themselves and the campus on various social issues including affordable housing, refugee resettlement, poverty, sustainable water systems, and HIV/AIDS.

**Pre-Orientation Service Program (POSP)**

Apply to be on staff for this service program for FYS to experience service with the local community, held prior to new student orientation in August. Connect with first year students, other staff and community members through five different service options.

**MOSAIC Volunteering**

Recurring opportunities for students to connect with the Easton Community and address social justice issues such as criminal justice reform, homelessness, food security, tutoring, companionship and more!
What do we do?
RefAct is split into two branches. Resettlement partners with local agencies to sponsor refugee families, while Events and Outreach plans educational events and works with community partners.

Why should you join?
Joining RefAct is a great way to become more involved on campus and in the community, work closely on pressing humanitarian issues, and use your talents to affect real change.

Our Mission:
To raise awareness about the global refugee crisis and to support the resettlement of refugee families in the Lehigh Valley.

Email Refact@lafayette.edu to learn more
Meeting time TBD. All are welcome
INTERESTED IN JOINING?
No application necessary! If you want more information about joining, contact our President Allie Gibbons at gibbonsa@lafayette.edu
LACSA AIMS TO FOSTER AN ATMOSPHERE PROMOTING THE CULTURAL AWARENESS OF AFRICAN AND CARIBBEAN STUDENTS AS WELL AS CREATE AN INCLUSIVE LAFAYETTE COLLEGE COMMUNITY.

"Why Should I Join?"

- A GREAT WAY TO INDULGE IN A NEW CULTURE THAT ONE MAY NOT BE FAMILIAR WITH.
- PROVIDES REPRESENTATION ON A CAMPUS FOR A CULTURE WHERE ITS EXISTENCE IS NOT PROMINENT.
- CREATES A SENSE OF BELONGING.

EVENTS

MusicFest
Serem School Fundraiser
Carnival
Afro Gala
Trivia night
ACA is a cultural peer group for students who wish to celebrate, appreciate, and/or learn more about Asian Culture. This organization endeavors to foster understanding on campus of the cultural diversity of Asia and help international students from Asia celebrate what they're missing at home by hosting several yearly events and activities.

The Asian Cultural Association welcomes students from all backgrounds and with connections to ALL of Asia (East, Central & South)

"WHY SHOULD I JOIN?"

ACA is a great fit if you...
- Have interest in Asian Culture or want to learn more
- Come from an Asian country or background
- Want to join group of peers with similar interests and/or backgrounds
- Want to share what you love most about your culture with others
- Hope to connect more with your Heritage
- Enjoy awesome food and great company!!!
Association of Black Collegians

works to foster an atmosphere that promotes the cultural, intellectual, and social growth of Black students on campus.

A history of academic support, advice and collaboration among members.

Cultural engagement through social activities, guest speakers, and fieldtrips.

A home away from home. Your network of support from peers and other faculty of color.

What to look forward to:
• General Body Meetings as opportunities for facilitated discussion regarding issues that affect us on campus.
• Roller skate Night.
• Various Semi-Formal and formal Dance Events.
• Field trips to museums, amusement parks and more.
• Sunday Soul Lounges (Food!)

Follow Us on Instagram to see more: @ABC_Lafayette

Ready to Join?
• Must be a student of color.
• 2.0 Cumulative GPA
• Must attend General Body Meetings.
CARIBBEAN AFRICAN DANCE CLUB

WE AIM TO:
- CREATE AND PERFORM CULTURAL DANCE ROUTINES
- BE ACCEPTING OF STUDENTS WITH DIFFERENT LEVELS OF EXPERIENCE
- PUT ON AND PERFORM AT THE AFRO-CARIBBEAN SHOWCASE EACH FALL
- REPRESENT CARIBBEAN & AFRICAN CULTURE WELL

EVENTS/ACCOMPLISHMENTS
- AFRO-CARIBBEAN SHOWCASE
- LEHIGH UNIVERSITY AFRICAN NIGHT
- ISA EXTRAVAGANZA TALENT SHOWCASE
- HATERS STEP BACK 2019

“A FUN WAY TO GET YOUR EXERCISE IN WITH FRIENDS”
“I GET TO EXPLORE CARIBBEAN AND AFRICAN CULTURE.”
“PROVIDES A SUPPORTIVE COMMUNITY”

@THECADC_
This cultural organization provides a safe, inclusive and diverse space to learn more about the Latinx community at Lafayette as well as the opportunity to join a group of individuals who share tremendous pride about their Latinx heritage. As you join our club, you will become part of a group you can call family, learn about distinct Latinx cultures, contribute to awareness of Latinx heritage at Lafayette, and create memories and connections that compose your experience here!

Events:
- Noche de Cultura
- Fiesta D.C. Trip
- Dia de los Muertos
- Game Night
- Noche de Pasión
International Students’ Association

Mission

- Promote international diversity, cultural awareness and sensitivity
- Foster meaningful dialogue regarding international issues
- Facilitate a smooth transition to US college life for International Students

Why Join?

- Make friends from all around the world!
- Learn about new traditions and cultures
- Bless your taste buds with food from around the world!
- Engage in conversation about important global issues
- Help coordinate some of the best events on campus!

ISA Advisor: Janine Block (blockj@lafayette.edu)
President: Victoria Puglia (pugliav@lafayette.edu)
Welcome to the Lafayette College

ITALIAN CLUB

The purpose of this club is to spread knowledge of Italian culture across our campus. By joining, students learn about Italy's history, language, food, and cultural significance. Membership in the Italian Club is available to all students.

Some of our events include:
- watching movies set in Italy or watching with Italian audio and English subtitles.
- a Carnival mask-making party in February.
- going to Italian restaurants together to experience Italian cuisine.

Interested in joining?

Contact Sarah Candido at candidos@lafayette.edu for more information.
Le Cercle Français engages Lafayette students who are interested in the French language practice conversational skills and explore the culture of the Francophone world through popular culture, cuisine, and group activities.

- Encourage the study of the French language in a welcoming environment regardless of language proficiency.
- Promote awareness of global Francophone culture.
- Develop camaraderie through a wide range of activities and programs.
- Establish innovative ways of engaging the student body in Francophone culture.

We only French club on Lafayette’s campus!

Join us for weekly French conversation dinners in Marquis Hall, movie and game nights and much more!

Le Cercle Français

We are the only French Club on the Lafayette campus! For more information, please contact...

President: Celeste Fieberg; fiebergc@lafayette.edu
Vice President: Bia Briat Amorosino; braitamb@lafayette.edu
NIA: A SISTERHOOD

NIA is an organization which provides a forum for open discussion on prevalent issues multicultural women face on campus and creates a sense of support and sisterhood within the Lafayette community.

“NIA prides itself on embracing and empowering women of color on campus and is dedicated to building sisterhood amongst those in the POC community. NIA is an organization that serves to create a space where voices are represented and highlighted. Representation of minority voices is important because it fosters diversity, inclusion, and allyship on campus. Our conversations allow the women of color to stand up as leaders against exclusion that occurs in the Lafayette community and the world. For many, NIA is a safe haven where women of color can bond and make lifelong connections.”

- First multicultural organization
- Provides a support group for women color that does not exist anywhere else on campus
- Bridging and fostering relationships within people in the community

Events/Accomplishments:
- Zumbathon
- Fall Formal
- Self-Care Sundays
- Spring Fever
- Sex-Talk w. Cristina Usino
- Say it With Your Chest
- NIA Open-House Brunch

“I matter. We matter. We are ladies of purpose.”
-NIA

@niasisterhood
nia.sisterhood@gmail.com
Spanish Speakers of Lafayette

Mission:

We aim to provide a relaxed and inclusive environment in which students of any Spanish level can practice their Spanish and foster relationships with students and professors.

Why Join?

Joining SSOL is a great way to practice and maintain your Spanish, form connections with Professors, and meet new Lafayette students!

Stop by our weekly lunch in the Gilbert's back room. Students of all Spanish levels welcome! Bienvenidos a todos!

Contact Kevin Manogue: Manoguek@lafayette.edu for more info!
STYLEZ OF LAF

The mission and purpose of this club is to showcase different aspects of Black culture to the Lafayette community. As a culturally focused group, we hope to bring authentic aspects of Black beauty, fashion, health and food to the campus.

Events:
- THE MANE EVENT
- ANNUAL FASHION SHOW
- FORUMS TO ADDRESS MENTAL HEALTH IN THE BLACK COMMUNITY
- PAINT & SIP
- MUKBANGS
- SoL FOOD

Why should YOU join?

"Stylez of Laf is a space where everyone can be comfortable and creative"

"It's a place where everyone is beautiful with their own style"

"We are the embodiment of Black Glory"

Contact:
President: Tyesha Barton (bartont@lafayette.edu)  
Instagram: @STYLEZOFLAF
WHO ARE WE?
Alpha Phi International Fraternity is a membership organization dedicated to promoting sisterhood, cultivating leadership, encouraging intellectual curiosity and advocating service. Our 79 sisters live by our motto "union hand-in-hand."

WHY GREEK LIFE?
Joining Greek life is a great way to create a bond with other young women that will last beyond college, prepare for your future career, and give back to the community.

REQUIREMENTS:
At least a sophomore 2.7 GPA Requirement, 2 semesters living in house

ON CAMPUS:
Orientation leaders, Tour Guides, PARDners, Student Government, Varsity Swimming, Track & Field, Marquis Players, PASA, Her Campus, club ski team, acapella, Landis, Peer tutors, Relay for Life, LIMS, WAs

EVENTS
Red Dress Gala, Spinners, Holiday at the Vallamont, Heart Healthy Week, Alpha Phifa

PHILANTHROPY
Women's Heart Health, the Alpha Phi Foundation and local Easton organizations

CONTACT: AUDREY KARMEN-TUOHY
KARMENTA@LAFAYETTE.EDU

DUES:
New Member Dues: $923.48
Second Semester: $513
Abroad: $330
Alpha Gamma Delta is an international women’s fraternity that promotes academic excellence, philanthropic giving, leadership development and personal development and above all, a spirit of loving sisterhood. Guided by our Purpose, Alpha Gamma Deltas strive to attain a higher standard, thereby improving their lives, the lives of those around them and the communities in which they live.

**OUR MISSION**

**THINGS TO KNOW:**

- Minimum GPA: 2.6
- Dues:
  - First Semester: $708
  - Initiated (in house): $108 per month ($432 in semester)
  - Initiated (out of house): $118 per month ($472 per semester)
  - Abroad: $120 per semester
- Must live in the house for at least one semester

- Founded: 1904
- Symbol: Rose and Pearl
- Motto: Live With Purpose
- Colors: Red, Buff, and Green
- Philanthropy: Alpha Gamma Delta Foundation
- Sisterhood: Sisterhood Retreats, Movie Nights, Apple Picking, Roller Skating, etc.

**CAMPUS LIFE:**

- Campus Involvement: Laf EMS, Ultimate Frisbee, Varsity Swim, LaFFCo, America Reads, ASB, RAs, etc.
- Sisterhood: Sisterhood Retreats, Movie Nights, Apple Picking, Roller Skating, etc.
- Philanthropy: Our philanthropic focus is fighting hunger and each year we host events such as Alpha Gam Kan Jam, Week of Service and Spinnings as well as many smaller events throughout the semester.
INTERESTED IN GREEK LIFE AT LAF?

Delta Gamma

Do Good!

Delta Gamma’s purpose is to create an environment to inspire friendship, social responsibility, and individuality. We prioritize service, sisterhood, scholarship, and leadership.

On-campus events: Anchor Bowl, Haunted House, Do Good Week

National Philanthropy: Service for Sight

Formal recruitment is held the first week of Fall semester. We look forward to meeting you!

Requirements:
- GPA: 2.8
- Housing: 1 semester

Dues:
- 1st Semester: $560
- 2nd Semester: $298
- Active Member: $274/sem

For more information, check out our website or contact:
- Chapter President Maria Salmeron: salmerom@lafayette.edu
- VP Communications Sophia Raffetto: raffetts@lafayette.edu
Kappa Kappa Gamma was founded at Lafayette College in 1980. One of six sororities on campus, KKG prides itself on its Mission Statement: "Kappa Kappa Gamma is an organization of women, which seeks for every member throughout her life bonds of friendship, mutual support, opportunities for self-growth, respect for intellectual development, and an understanding of and an allegiance to positive ethical principles." We are also the oldest nationally recognized sorority remaining on Lafayette's campus.

Important Info:

Minimum GPA of 2.7
First Semester dues $610
Second Semester dues $380

Some of our events include Marina Day, Kappachinos, Kappa Kisses, and much much more!

Our national philanthropy is Reading is Fundamental
The goal of Chi Phi is to build better men through lifelong friendships, leadership opportunities, and character development. Chi Phi exists to promote a well-balanced personality and to present opportunities for social, intellectual, moral, and leadership development.

OUR BROTHERHOOD
Chi Phi provides its members with a sense of brotherhood that lasts a lifetime. We consist of over 55 members and our brothers come from all different backgrounds and walks of life; we have different interests, different ideas, and different aspirations. We support each other in times of need, we care about each other’s well being, and we push each other to be better men. We have lunch and dinner together every weekday, hold weekly study sessions, and have brotherhood events regularly. Brotherhood events range from seeing a new movie in the cinema to playing yard games on the front lawn.

SERVICE
As members of society we have an obligation to do our part and Chi Phi works hard to give back to the community. We work very closely with the Boys & Girls Club of Easton through hosting paid events, like spinnings, A Holiday at the Vallamont, and other fun events that encourage donations. Each year we manage to raise thousands of dollars, and all proceeds go toward our local Boys & Girls Club. Chi Phi is also heavily involved with organizations like Third Street Alliance, Safe Harbor, Meals on Third, and other groups on campus.

INTERESTED IN JOINING?
Chi Phi participates in formal IFC Recruitment in the beginning of both the Fall and Spring semesters. Candidates must be of a Sophomore rank or higher. During the recruitment period, potential new members are welcome to participate in our daily events, including going bowling and going to the batting cages. Chi Phi takes recruitment seriously as we strive to admit the best candidates into our ranks. If a candidate is seen as a good fit for the Fraternity, the brotherhood will extend a bid, which is a formal invitation to join as a new member.

For more information visit our Instagram (@chiphilafayette) or email our president, Jack Chelstowski, at chelstoj@lafayette.edu
Lafayette College

PANHELLENIC COUNCIL

ΑΓΔ * ΑΦ * ΔΓ * ΚΚΓ * ΠΒΦ * ΔΔΔ

Panhel is the governing body for the six sororities at Lafayette. We ensure the guidelines and protocols from the National Panhellenic Council are met in each of our chapters, and are a resource for every member.

The Panhellenic Council plays an instrumental role in upholding the values of the Greek community, such as leadership, friendship, and service.

As a student-led council, Panhellenic has the ability to broaden and induce positive change in the whole Greek system, as well as learn valuable skills that we can demonstrate to all the chapters on campus.

Are you looking to get more involved and engaged in the Lafayette College community? Do you want more leadership development, civic engagement, and connections with students?

Lafayette College’s 6 women’s fraternities and sororities will be recruiting new members in Fall of 2020. Participation in recruitment does not require you to join a sorority, but gives you the opportunity to check out our 6 chapters and decide for yourself if sorority life can offer something for you. Please remember that you are required to have a minimum cumulative GPA of 2.6 or higher. Please note that some organizations require a higher GPA in order to be extended a bid. Also, you cannot be on Disciplinary Probation Level 1 or higher with the College.

For more information reach out to President Sandi Manfreda at manfreds@lafayette.edu
Private Chef Included in Meal Plan

THE MISSION OF THE PHI KAPPA PSI FOUNDATION IS TO FOSTER THE DEVELOPMENT OF LEADERS AND PROMOTE ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE IN HIGHER EDUCATION. OUR BROTHERHOOD EXEMPLIFIES THIS THROUGH OUR MOTTO:

"THE GREAT JOY OF SERVING OTHERS."

FAST FACTS:
DUES: $1050 | GPA REQUIREMENT: 2.75 | BROTHERHOOD SIZE: 80 MEN | EVENTS: ALPHA PHIFA, KAN JAM, BOYS & GIRLS CLUB, & MORE

PRESIDENT: TAYLOR MADEIROS (518-774-8465) | RECRUITMENT CHAIR: MATT KEHRL (301-378-4177)
The Objects of Delta Kappa Epsilon:
"The cultivation of general literature and social culture, the advancement and encouragement of intellectual excellence, the promotion of honorable friendship and useful citizenship, the development of a spirit of tolerance and respect for the rights and views of others, the maintenance of gentlemanly dignity, self-respect, and morality in all circumstances, and the union of stout hearts and kindred interests to secure, to merit its due reward."

Why should I join DKE?
Delta Kappa Epsilon’s open motto is “Friends form the Heart, Forever.” The culture of DKE is one that stresses the importance of brotherhood and in doing so breeds unity. Members of the fraternity know that when they Joined DKE they became a part of something that does not simply end with graduation, but rather transcends the college experience, as lasting bonds are developed, and honorable friendships are created. Friendships found here do not just fade with time; they stay with a man his entire life and help shape what he will become.

Events/Accomplishments:
DKE Brothers take pride in giving back to the community. In addition to volunteering at the Miracle League of Northampton County and the Safe Harbor Homeless Shelter, each spring Brothers organize a 3v3 basketball tournament. The Jeremy Saxe 3v3 Basketball Tournament welcomes students from all around campus to compete in friendly competition. Proceeds from the event go to the Jeremy Saxe Foundation for Education and Development to help students in Nepal.

Contact Information:
John Schroeder
Chapter President
schroejb@lafayette.edu

Membership Requirements:
Please refer to IFC regulations surrounding Greek rush process.

Dues:
$2,660*
Includes 14 meals per week
*Students will not be turned away due to inability to pay
Joining Her Campus is a great way to gain experience in creative journalism and also connect with the rest of the Lafayette Community. You will have the opportunity to plan/host events on campus, publish articles, create graphics and much more.

No previous experience is needed to join.

Contact: Layla Ennis
email: ennisle@lafayette.edu

Get involved in:
- writing
- graphic design
- marketing
- event planning
- social media
- video and podcast
JOIN PENNSYLVANIA'S OLDEST COLLEGE NEWSPAPER STAFF

The Lafayette is a great way to create new skill sets, meet people from all parts of campus, and stay connected with the Lafayette and Easton communities. No prior newspaper experience necessary!

TO LEARN MORE, CONTACT:
BEN FULLER: FULLERB@LAFAYETTE.EDU  |  ANDREW HOLLANDER: HOLLANAR@LAFAYETTE.EDU
The Marquis Literary Magazine is a student run organization that publishes annually, featuring the creative writing and artwork of Lafayette students, faculty, and staff.

On campus since 1947, our club accepts anything from poems to short stories to photography and art!

Staff members review, comment, and vote on submissions during our weekly meetings on Thursdays from 5-6 pm in Pardee Hall. It’s free, fun, and everyone is welcome to join!

For more information, visit our website www.sites.lafayette.edu/themarquislitmag. To submit work or to be added to our mailing list, please email themarquis@lafayette.edu.
Alumni Across the Fashion and Beauty Spectrum  Panel and Reception
Learn from and network with alumni in marketing, pricing, branding, product management, research/development, styling and more!

stila  GAP  macys
ESTEE LAUDER  RALPH LAUREN
Cabi  L’OREAL PROFESSIONNELS PARIS

Wed, October 30th 6:00 - 8:30 PM

LFS MEETING
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 15TH
IN PARDEE 201 AT 4PM

LEARNING HOW TO UPCYCLE
Please bring in an item you would like mended or renewed

LAFFAYETTE FASHION SOCIETY

OUR MISSION:
Lafayette Fashion Society's mission is to connect students with a shared interest in fashion through insightful discussions and activities that inspire creativity. This organization also serves as a place to find resources and networking opportunities for individuals interested in going into the fashion and beauty industries.

WHAT WE DO:
Career panels, workshops, discussions
Upcoming: blog posts, photography, videography, trunk shows

MEETING TIME:
Fridays during lunchtime
(Subject to change).

CONTACT: lafayettedersociety@gmail.com
or Sam Scott scottsm@lafayette.edu

FOLLOW: @lafayettedersociety
INTERESTED IN IMPROVING SCHOOL SPIRIT?

JOIN LEOPARDS LAIR!

Leopards Lair is devised of two separate decisions: Hype Crew and Sports Marketing Crew (SMC). The Hype Crew physically attends sporting events and actively encourages school spirit. The SMC advertises activities, plans promotional events, and organizes the Leopards_Lair social media. Leopards Lair goal is to promote school spirit in a variety of ways.

Membership in Sports Marketing Crew is on an application basis.
National Society of Black Engineers: Lafayette College Chapter

NSBE aims to:

- Stimulate and develop interest in Engineering, Engineering Studies, and Computer Science
- Increase Black participation in the fields of Engineering and Computer Science
- Networking between other NSBE chapters, alumni, and companies
- Strengthen relationships between the professional industry and the Black community
- Provide general counseling and sense of community to all members!

Have Questions? Feel free to contact:

President: Jerri Norman (normanj@lafayette.edu)

Vice President: Irwin Frimpong (frimponi@lafayette.edu)

Secretary: Maxine Nwosu (nwosum@lafayette.edu)

Programs Chair: Demetrius Shepard-Lewis (shepardd@lafayette.edu)

Treasurer: Dennis Tanner (tannerd@lafayette.edu)

Events:

- NSBE National and Regional Conferences
- Co-Sponsorship with other Student Orgs on campus
  - Engineering Week Events
  - Black History Month Events
  - Game Nights

As a member:

- Must be interested in or pursuing Computer Science and/or B.S./B.A. in Engineering
- Have the opportunity to connect with various collegiate chapters
- Can apply for NSBE exclusive scholarships and job opportunities
- Our budget allows for us to pay for your annual membership fees and cover conference expenses

Also check out: NSBE.org
Lafayette College Consulting Club

Our Mission
The Lafayette College Consulting Club aims to provide Lafayette students with the opportunity to deliver impactful work to local companies and develop professional skills that can be used for future career experiences.

Why should I Join?
We provide all our services pro bono, so membership in the club allows you to advance your personal development while helping small businesses.

What should I expect as a member?
- Guest speakers from top consulting firms
- Case study workshops
- Networking opportunities
- Interview prep
- Collaboration with small businesses

Highlights
In our inaugural semester, we hosted guest speakers from top consulting firms including Deloitte and BDO. This semester we look forward to having these speakers back and hosting many more!

What makes us different?
The Lafayette College Consulting Club provides members with unique opportunities to get real-world experiences and expand their professional network.
Join the Oldest Student Run Investment Club in the U.S.

- The Lafayette College Investment club offers a great opportunity for students to learn the fundamentals of investing.
- Whether you have no experience but want to learn more, or you manage your own portfolio, this club is ideal for anyone interested in financial markets.
- Club consists of a wide variety of majors and backgrounds
- Help Manage over $800,000 in assets
- Pitch Stocks for the Club’s Portfolio
- Discuss the latest news in Finance and Business, new investment strategies, or just come and enjoy the Pizza

Interested in Getting Involved?
Come by Simon L3 Fridays at 12:15 or Executive Board Meetings in the Simon Lobby Tuesdays at 12:20 – All are Welcome

Co-Presidents:
Alec Cwienkala ’21- cwienkaa@lafayette
Noah Grossman ’21- grossman@lafayette

Find us Online:
Website: https://sites.lafayette.edu/investmentclub/
LinkedIn: @LafayetteCollegeInvestmentClub

Network with Successful Alumni in Financial Services
Pre-Med Club

Pursuing the pre-medical path may seem DAUNTING, but it can be manageable and rewarding through personal connections and practical understanding.

The medical community is about helping one another - and that’s just what we aim to do!

- Join a group of dedicated, passionate, and intelligent students with shared goals!
- Learn about classes, research, volunteerism, shadowing, and more involved in the Pre-Med track!
- Attend presentations by medical students, doctors, and other healthcare professionals!
- Access valuable resources to use throughout your Lafayette career!
Here at Lafayette College, SWE looks to encourage females to pursue their passions in STEM regardless of their under-representation in the field. Lafayette’s engineering program has proudly one of the highest female to male ratios in the country. We look to strengthen relationships between the female students and faculty through our monthly lunches and teas and to further inspire and encourage young girls in the local area to grow an interest in STEM and to feel comfortable pursuing a career in a male dominated field.

Interested in getting involved?
Register in the SWE website!
Collegiate to Career (C2C) membership costs $50 for all four years of college but you can register during any year of your attendance. You must be a registered member to have SWE on your resume and to attend the National Conference. Being a member includes many benefits such as scholarship opportunities, internships, professional development seminars and much more!
Our mission is to empower the Hispanic community and its supporters through STEM awareness, access, support and development.

- Offers professional networking, conferences, career-related workshops, resume building, group study sessions, networking events, and scholarships
- Events include our annual national SHPE Conference, alumni panel, monthly study sessions, general body meetings, career development workshops, Engineers Week
- General body meetings are biweekly, Study Sessions are monthly in AEC
- Come Join Our FAMILIA!
At Lafayette College, Tau Beta Pi PA-E helps engineering students…

- be recognized for outstanding scholarship and exemplary character
- become better leaders through working with first year engineering students
- build connections with other engineering students and alumni nationwide

Eligible members must…

- be a junior or senior student of any of the 4 engineering disciplines
- be ranked in the top 1/8th (juniors) or 1/5th (seniors) of all engineering students in their class
- display great character

First Year student?

Tau Beta Pi offers mentorship for any first year engineering students, decided or undecided! This is a great way to help new students adjust to the college workload and lifestyle, develop time management skills, and learn more about what Lafayette engineering has to offer.

Interested in being mentored? Have any questions?
Please contact one of the following:
President: Zev Granowitz - granowiz@lafayette.edu
Vice President: Tanner McFarland - mcfarltj@lafayette.edu
WJRH provides the soundtrack to the Lafayette experience and makes our students' voices heard by our community. We are one of the oldest college radio stations in the country that is fully student-run. We give our DJ's freedom to broadcast whatever they enjoy and want others to hear, such as music, talk shows, podcasts, sports broadcasting, and more!

**Highlights**

- Access to the radio station, podcast and recording studios, and sound equipment
- Concerts from fantastic, local and well-known artists
- 1-2 general body meetings/semester

**Contact us for more information!**

**President:** Calvin Sharp, sharpc@lafayette.edu

**Vice President:** Alexandra Kasparian, kasparam@lafayette.edu

Interested in playing the music you love on live radio? Want to meet others who share your taste in music?
Women in Law

is a student-run organization that aims to guide women interested in pursuing a career in law

ABOUT US

- Founded during the 2018-2019 school year
- Members from many majors & all class years
- We meet bi-weekly for 30-45 minutes
- We discuss:
  - Various areas of the law
  - The law school application process
  - LSAT prep and tips

A great way to learn about the legal profession while meeting other women who share a passion for law!

CONNECTING WITH ALUMNAE

- NYC panel event in 2019 (pictured)
- Skype calls with alumnae
- Women in Law LinkedIn group

We hope to connect with more Lafayette alumnae in the future as the club continues to grow!

QUESTIONS? INTERESTED IN JOINING?
Contact Meg Deacon deaconm@lafayette.edu

In March 2019, students engaged with Lafayette alumnae at a panel held at New York Law School to network, learn about different legal fields, and hear what it's like to attend law school in New York City.
Recreation & Leisure
L.A.F.  
LAFAYETTE ACTIVITIES FORUM  
THE LARGEST PROGRAMMING ORGANIZATION ON CAMPUS  
We provide fun, engaging, and inclusive events that help unify Lafayette's campus. 

We are comprised of four committees: Music and Coffeehouse, Traditions and Community Engagement, Culture, Media and Entertainment and Class Year Experience.

Some of our events include: Rivalry Week, Fall Fest, Stuff-a-Plush, Coffeehouses, Brian Baumgartner, and Karamo Brown.

Selection of the Board and members takes place in the Spring semester. Each applicant will complete an application and an interview, and have a minimum 2.5 GPA!

For more information, contact Clare at meehanchb@lafayette.edu, Kat at leivaalk@lafayette.edu, or Melissa at dalrympm@lafayette.edu!
Lafayette Juggling Club

Meetings are once a week and open to everyone!

We provide an opportunity for anyone with an interest in juggling (regardless of skill level) to learn, improve, and enjoy a community of jugglers.

Impress your friends!

Learn Different Skills
- Juggling: Balls, Clubs and Rings
- Unicycle
- Diabolo
- Devil Sticks

Questions?
President: Nick Moosic
moosicn@lafayette.edu
Secretary: Josh Pennington
penningj@lafayette.edu

Events:
- Cosponsored a trip to the Renaissance Faire with TRAP
- Met a professional juggler
TABLE TENNIS

"LEARN, PLAY, ENJOY"

~Explore~

- Supportive and fun space where students can learn and enjoy Table Tennis
- Meet fellow pards who shares a similar interest

For more Info
Contact us
Email: chenje@laf

Time Commitment
- 1-2 play sessions per week (exact times TBD)

Tentative Locations…

Keefe Commons
Kirby Game Room
Outdoors*

NEW CLUB!
Statement of distinction: We’re the club with the board games

Why Join?
We’re social: No-commitment, just show up and hang out
We’re gaming: Play the many games in our extensive collection, or bring your own.
We’re a network: Make new friends and learn new games

How to Join:
Attend meetings on Thursdays in the gym (3rd floor)
Participate in Humans Vs Zombies twice a year
Contact President Artemis Loomis at loomisa@lafayette.edu
Join our discord: https://discord.gg/UCvcKVQ
Religious & Spiritual
FELLOWSHIP OF CHRISTIAN ATHLETES

MISSION:
We play for one
We want to recruit one more person
We are grateful for one more day

What
Fellowship of Christian Athletes (FCA), was founded in 1954, by a man named Don McClanen. Don believed if star athletes can endorse and represent razor blades, shampoo, and cigarettes then surely they can endorse the Lord as well. FCA at Lafayette is a group that meets weekly to enjoy each other's company and be able to relate in both sport and faith.

Why
FCA is for any athlete (varsity sport or club) who wants to share their faith with others. We welcome everyone! You could be a Christ leader or someone who is just curious about the Christian faith. Our vision is to "Breakdown the walls" and see the Lafayette community transformed by Jesus Christ through sport.

How
If you are someone who is going through a tough injury, the passing of a loved one, or just overwhelmed then come to our weekly meetings. This is not an ordinary group... Friends turn into family and create eternal memories. So come check it out - be vulnerable, hear the gospel, and see what the Lord can do to your heart!

MEET THE TEAM
Scott Bieda - biedas@lafayette.edu | Director
Quinn Revere - revereq@lafayette.edu | President
Ben Wild - wildbe@lafayette.edu | Vice President
Ted Brunner - Lehigh Valley Regional Director

Jacklyn Fein - feinj@lafayette.edu | Assistant/Recruiter
Sam Fishbein - fishbeis@lafayette.edu | Treasurer
Ellie Aaberg - Aaberge@lafayette.edu | Social Media

MALORI POJAR
2019 PRESIDENT

I LOVE FCA. THE PEOPLE ARE MY FAMILY AND GREATEST SUPPORTERS. THE LOVE AND ENCOURAGEMENT THAT I RECEIVE FROM THIS GROUP HAS CHANGED ME AS AN ATHLETE, A PERSON, AND A FOLLOWER OF THE LORD. I WILL FOREVER BE GRATEFUL FOR OUR TIME TOGETHER. THE CHALLENGES NEVER STOP, BUT FCA PROVIDES PEOPLE WHO WILL GIVE YOU THE STRENGTH TO PUSH FORWARD AND CHASE THE DREAMS THAT JESUS CHRIST HAS PUT ON YOUR PATH. AND WE DO IT TOGETHER, FOREVER.
Hillel
Your Jewish Home at Lafayette College

With everything from religious events to service-oriented outreach to social programming, Hillel works to foster a supportive and welcoming community for all Jewish, and non-Jewish, members of the Lafayette community. Our events provide a chance not only for members to explore their connection to Judaism in a way that best fits their expectations, but also to give tzedakah, practice tikkun olam, and make new friends.

We work to provide varied and inclusive programming which offers University-level support on our small, liberal arts college campus. Our board is strong, diverse, dedicated, and made up of students who initiate, organize, and host programming which reflects the interests of the active Hillel community and allows us to give back to those in need of our support.

Previously Hosted Events
- Weekly Friday Night Shabbat Services and Dinner
- Monthly Bagel Brunch
- Havdalah Services
- Interfaith Passover Seder
- Fall Apple Picking
- Bake a Change
- Dinner in the Sukkah
- Card Making for Jewish Family Services
- Lehigh Valley Hillel Shabbat
- Holiday Themed Study Breaks

Interested in Joining Hillel?
All of our events are free and open to the greater Lafayette Community. Feel free to attend any of our religious services, join us for a bagel and discussion during our monthly Bagel Brunches, or attend one of the many lectures sponsored or co-sponsored by Hillel throughout the year.

Check out our website for more information: https://sites.lafayette.edu/hillel/

@Laf_Hillel  Lafayette Hillel
Our Mission is to help Lafayette students:
• Grow in fellowship & community
• Understand biblical truths
• Deepen their relationship with Jesus Christ
• Live out their faith in college and beyond

What we do:
• Weekly large group meetings on Friday nights
• Weekly bible studies
• Weekend and week-long conferences with 15+ other college campuses
• Community service and outreach opportunities

Why should you join?
So you can:
• Worship God in a community of fellow believers
• Make lasting friends who will encourage and support you in your faith
• Serve God’s Kingdom through service projects and ministry opportunities
• Gain a deeper understanding of the Bible

For questions or interest in involvement please contact Lizzy Obarow at obarowe@lafayette.edu
YOUNG LIFE COLLEGE AT LAFAYETTE

YOUNG LIFE COLLEGE OFFERS A FUN, ACCEPTING COMMUNITY TO BE A PART OF WHILE EXPLORING OR DEEPENING THEIR FAITH

• Young Life provides the opportunity to be with friends, to learn about God, and to simply hang out and have fun together!
• We meet weekly to play games, fellowship, and to grow in faith.

• We hold a welcome week full of events in the fall semester.
• We attend the annual Young Life Fall College Weekend!
• For more information, reach out to: haddadmd@lafayette.edu
Social & Political
Girl Up Lafayette aims to advocate for global gender equity through fundraising, communications, and advocacy. We aim to spread awareness about the issues facing young women globally specifically in relation to educational inequality. In partnership with the United Nations Foundation, we stand up for girls, speak up for programs that help them thrive, and plan programs that they can implement in their own communities.

**Requirements/Member Expectations**
- Minimum GPA of 2.6.
- Be passionate about achieving global gender equality.
- Attendance of first meeting.
- Meetings occur on a bi-weekly basis depending on committee i.e. fundraising, communications, and advocacy.

**Why Should I Join?**
- Great opportunity to access service opportunities, and exposure to the prominent issues faced by girls today.
- Host fundraisers, events, and discussions to advocate for equality on campus and around the world.
- Find a support network of powerful girls.

**Events**
- Girl Up Lafayette Leadership Summit
- What does gender equality mean to you video series
- Mentoring program for girls in Easton High School
- WiSci steam camp
- Lobbying your senator
- Writing letters to congress

Follow our insta: @girL_up_lafayette_

Learn more about Girl Up at girLup.org

**Club Contacts:**
- President: Fatimata Chaml
  chamf@lafayette.edu
- Vice President: Kait Ahern
  ahernk@lafayette.edu
Like the Democratic party? Interested in current events? Join the Lafayette College Democrats!

Whether you just like politics or want to help elect Democrats to office, our club has something for everyone!

**Activities:** Weekly evening meetings discussing Democratic party affairs, presidential debate watch parties, volunteering for Democratic political campaigns, registering students to vote

**Want to Learn More?** Contact Marco Wertheimer at wertheim@lafayette.edu
LAFLAYETTE SUNRISE

Sunrise is a movement to stop climate change. Working with chapters around the country one of them being Lafayette sunrise their goal is to combat the usage of fossil fuels, and elect leaders who care about the health and well being of all people.

Events

Climate Action Panel
Climate Strikes
Calculating your footprint
Walk out
Lobbying your legislator

Requirements and Expectations

Minimum GPA of 2.6
Be passionate about fighting for climate change
Attendance of meetings and events

Club Contacts:
Benjamin Falk: Falkb@lafayette.edu
Interested in joining? Email Ben!
Fatimata Cham: Chamf@lafayette.edu
Follow our instagram: @lafayette_sunrise
To learn more: Sunrisemovement.org
Join our club if you want to participate in our movement to bring smiles to people’s faces, no application needed!

THE LAFAYETTE HAPPINESS PROJECT

is a social group concerned with spreading happiness and positivity across the college campus through random acts of kindness, as well as other events throughout the year to help bring smiles to people’s faces.

Join our club if you want to participate in our movement to bring smiles to people’s faces, no application needed!

WANT MORE INFO?
We can’t wait for the fall and to meet new members! If you want more information please contact one of our co-presidents!

Presley Anderson- anderspy@lafayette.edu
Abby Esposito - esposiag@lafayette.edu
Sports Clubs
ALL LEVELS WELCOME!

CLUB FIELD HOCKEY

Why join?

Like to play field hockey? Get outside and play a few games? Join club field hockey! We have home and away games every semester and take on members from any level of experience. Bring your own equipment or borrow some of ours! Whether you want to just have fun or stay active during the school year, come play with our team.

Commitments?

1-2 casual practices a week
2-4 games a month including 1v1 and Round Robbins!

WANT TO LEARN MORE?
CONTACT LEAH BARTLETT AT BARTLETL@LAFAYETTE.EDU!

co-ed & fun!
Women’s Club Ice Hockey

Why join ice hockey?
It's a fun way to be an active member of a team and make some new friends!

What are we up to?
We had a great season that ended in a big win at the DVCHC playoffs! Our club and head coach also won two Aaron O. Hoff awards!

What is our schedule like?
We practice once a week starting in September and play a total of eight games in addition to playoffs!

Interested in getting involved?
All members contribute dues and we have team equipment for people to borrow. For more information about the club, please email our captain Chelsea Catlin at catlinc@lafayette.edu. For more information about experience levels, please contact Lauren Williams at willialh@lafayette.edu or Madison Hugo at hugom@lafayette.edu. We look forward to meeting our new teammates!
SOFTBALL

OUR MISSION...
WE LIKE TO WIN BUT
WHAT’S MOST IMPORTANT
IS HAVING FUN!

WHY SHOULD YOU JOIN?
• IT IS A CASUAL AND FUN
  EXPERIENCE FOR EVERYONE!
• NO PRIOR EXPERIENCE IS NEEDED

SCHEDULING
• 2 CASUAL PRACTICES A WEEK
• 3-4 DOUBLE HEADERS A SEMESTER
• FRIENDS AND FAMILY ARE WELCOME

CONTACT US!
LAFAYETTE_SOFTBALL_CLUB@GMAIL.COM

PRESIDENT: CHRISTINA RUVO ‘23
RUVOC@LAFAYETTE.EDU

VICE PRESIDENT: GIANNA COLALLILO ‘23
COLAILG@LAFAYETTE.EDU

TREASURER: BRIA LONDON ‘23
LONDONBL@LAFAYETTE.EDU

• PART OF THE NCSA
• TRANSPORTATION AND GEAR
  IS PROVIDED IF NEEDED
• DUES ARE $25 A YEAR
Lafayette College Crew

Our purpose is to teach the sport of rowing and compete in regattas during the fall and spring seasons, culminating in the Dad Vail Regatta in May, the nation's largest collegiate regatta. We are made up of over 50 rowers with both a men's and women's team.

- We hold practice Mon-Sat on the Lehigh River
- No experience necessary!
- We travel down south for spring break every year!
- Semester dues $200 but a scholarship is available

Medals

- 2019 NW4 Gold, WV4 Silver, MV4 Bronze at Dad Vail. M2 Gold at ACRAs National Championships
- 2018 VM4 Gold and NM4 Gold at Dad Vails, VM4 Silver at ACRAs
- 2017 VW4 Gold at Vails and Gold at ACRAs

Club Contact: savagee@lafayette.edu  Instagram: lafcrew
LAFAYETTE COLLEGE

DANCE TEAM

WHO ARE WE?

LCDT is Lafayette’s Varsity Dance Team!

We perform at all home football and basketball games + some travel games!

3 practices a week!

Professional choreography & coaching!

CAPTAIN CONTACTS: PETZOLDR@LAFAYETTE.EDU | MWAAMBK@LAFAYETTE.EDU
The Lafayette College Equestrian Team provides a welcoming team environment with a common goal of learning about and enjoying equestrian sports. We compete against other colleges and universities in the area and each member is equally important in fulfilling our team’s lofty goals.

Region Champions: ’09 ’10 ’11 ’18
IHSA Nationals Appearances: 7

Dues: $280/semester
(includes mandatory lessons and show fees)

No Experience Required!

Our members range from those who have never ridden a horse to those who jump and show competitively

IHSA

For more information, contact Amanda Fanning at fanninga@lafayette.edu

/falconequestrian  /@falconequestrian

sites.lafayette.edu/equestrian
The Lafayette Ski and Ride club is all about spending time out on the slopes with our team mates and friends. We compete in Men and Womens Alpine as well as Freesyle events. Each season we compete in five race weekends, practice 1-2 times per week, and have a week long training trip at Jay Peak.

**TEAM ACHIEVEMENTS**

- 6x Qualified Womens Nationals
- 6x Qualified Freestyle Nationals
- 3x Qualified Mens Nationals

**Finances**

- Dues: $60
- Registration: $15

**President:** Abby Sandman  
sandmana@lafayette.edu

**Vice President:** Sebastian Wallach  
wallachs@lafayette.edu
Join Lafayette's Co-ed Club Squash Team!

All skill levels are welcome!

Improve your squash skills with Coach Eric Boyer!

Compete with the team in collegiate tournaments!

Our team is ranked #52 in the nation after the 2019-2020 season

Commitment:
- Practice 2-3 times per week
- Participate in 3-4 tournaments & 2-3 individual matches with other club & varsity teams over the course of the season
- Note: top 10 players on the ladder travel to tournaments

Club Squash Team Mission:
The purpose of this organization is to provide Lafayette students with an opportunity to play squash at a fun and competitive level.

Contact Info: Club President Iñaki Minando – minondoi@lafayette.edu – https://sites.lafayette.edu/squash/
LAFAYETTE WOMEN’S RUGBY

ALL ARE WELCOME | NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY

WHO WE ARE:
The Lafayette Women’s rugby team is a competitive club team of about 25 students. We have two seasons each year; our 15s season runs from early September to early November, and our 7s season runs from late February until late April. There is a spot for everyone here, and we continue to grow into a stronger team every year!

MISSION & PURPOSE:
To provide intercollegiate rugby competitions for women.

WHY SHOULD I JOIN?
• Fall in love with the game
• Learn rugby from a nationally-recognized coach
• Stay active
• Have a family on campus

COMMITMENTS:
• Coach’s practice 2x / week
• Captain’s Practice 1x / week
• Games & Tournaments most weekends in-season
• Dues: $75 / semester

INTERESTED?
• Contact our President Nicole Segalini at segalinn@lafayette.edu
• Follow us on Instagram! @lafayettewomensrugby
Running Club is a place where runners of all abilities can run together.

Practice is offered every weekday at 4:30 and we typically run between 4 and 7 miles.

We have around 25 active members and most members come about 3-4 times per week.

We participate in local races, typically four 5ks and one half-marathon per semester. All races are optional, and the club heavily subsidizes the race entry fees (making it about $10 per 5k and $25 per half-marathon).

For more information contact: laf.running.club@gmail.com
LAFAYETTE COLLEGE PRESENTS

PRECISION STEP TEAM

No experience is necessary, we are looking for new members who are dedicated, passionate, quick to learn, and love to dance.

We host tryouts at the beginning of each fall and spring semester and we would love to have YOU!

If you are interested, contact Grayce Walker: walkergr@lafayette.edu
In January 2020, Salsa went to the B.I.G. Salsa Festival in San Diego!

**SALSA CLUB**

- Offer weekly salsa and bachata dance classes at various levels taught by a professional dance instructor
- Put on a performance every semester. Participation is voluntary!
- Attend dance socials locally and in NYC!
- No partner or experience necessary!

**BUT MOST IMPORTANTLY...**
We are one big family and we have fun! We support and help build each other's confidence!

**FOR MORE INFORMATION, REACH OUT TO...**
Public Relations: Marina Cantor, cantorml@lafayette.edu
Secretary: Edward Santos, santose@lafayette.edu
Lafayette College Women’s Club Lacrosse Team

Mission
We encourage team bonding and healthy life choices through the game of lacrosse and the community of girls.

No tryouts!
No prior playing experience required!

About
Our club was founded in 2014 and has since improved in structure and increased in size. We are not part of a league, allowing us to decide when, where, and how frequently we hold practice, how many games we have throughout the semester, and how strict or lenient we choose to run the club.

Why Join?
Great way to stay active, meet new people, compete against other colleges, and have fun!

27 amazing girls!
Play games on Fisher Stadium!

Commitment:
Practice 2-3 times a week
At LEAST 3-4 games/scrimmages a semester
Attendance is not mandatory for practices, but it is for games!

Requirements:
Registered/approved on Do Sports Easy
Stick, googles, mouthguard
Lafayette College Ultimate Frisbee
“Aflicktion”

Who are we?

We are a co-ed club sports team that welcomes all levels of frisbee players! Our team consists of players who started the sport in college, as well as people who have been playing long before coming to Lafayette, and we are constantly pushing each other to be better Ultimate players both on and off the field.

What do we do?

Aflicktion practices twice a week and travels to other college tournaments on weekends. We also host two home tournaments (Fall and Winter) and attend the High Tide Ultimate Tournament in Myrtle Beach. Aflicktion offers great pick-up opportunities such as our Rivalry Scrimmage against Lehigh, our annual alumni Women’s Clinic, and games with the regional club organization Lehigh Valley Ultimate.

Why should you join?

Ultimate Frisbee is a great sport for athletes of all skill sets — it naturally encourages camaraderie amongst teammates and opponents, and is very easy to learn with little background knowledge. Aflicktion is a very welcoming team that will never turn away anyone looking to get involved, and we encourage people to join the team for the sport and the strong sense of community!

Want to get involved?

2020-2021 President: Graham Wilson (‘21); wilsongp@lafayette.edu//lafaflicktion@gmail.com
Lafayette College
Tae Kwon Do Club

- Mission: Teach self-defense skills and share our passion for Tae Kwon Do in a controlled, supportive environment.
- Learn new skills, stay active, and make friends through a fun, challenging sport that promotes respect, focus, and commitment.
- Demonstrate skills through tournaments, promotion tests, and performances including the ISA Extravaganza Grand Finale
- Many members earn a 1st degree black belt or higher prior to graduation!
- Our club is coed, has student led and Master run practices, and includes components like weapons, board breaking, sparring, forms, and conditioning.
- No martial arts experience necessary, all levels are welcome! Sign up on Join a Sports Club and meet us at practice!
- Dues: $15 per semester
- Contact: mackde@lafayette.edu
Sustainability
Want to...
Reduce food waste on campus?
Fight food insecurity in Easton?
Help people & the planet?

Learn how environmental and social issues intersect!
Spread awareness of the issue of food waste!
Improve campus sustainability!
Connect with the Easton community!

Contact engels@lafayette.edu or
crockera@lafayette.edu for more info!
Lafayette Environmental Awareness and Protection

Our purpose is to promote environmental responsibility both on campus and across the nation by establishing a low-impact, environmentally-conscious culture.

We meet every Monday at 4:15 to:

- discuss sustainability news and eco tips
- organize volunteer opportunities for environmental causes
- help establish campus-wide environmental and energy policies
- work on initiatives

Past initiatives include organizing plastic bag recycling, educational outreach in the community, working to establish a campus-wide carpool app and decreasing food waste from catered events.

Club contact: appeloe@lafayette.edu  Instagram: laf_leap
Interested in...

FARMING?
VOLUNTEERING?
ENGAGING WITH NATURE?
EDUCATING YOURSELF AND OTHERS ABOUT FOOD JUSTICE?
PARTICIPATING IN THE FOOD LOOP?
HAVING FUN?
Come to LaFarm with LaFFCo!

WEEKLY VOLUNTEERING AT THE FARM WELCOME TO ALL! GIVE IT A TRY, NO COMMITMENT!

Email Bossertm@lafayette.edu to learn more about how to get involved with our food loop!
STEM Sustainability Solutions

We provide:

- A learning experience for students interested in environmental science and engineering topics.
- Research to help solve current environmental science and engineering problems.
- Promotion of environmental sustainability through community outreach and partnerships.

Current SEES Projects:

- An assembly of over 15 compost tumblers for the Easton community.
- The development of a Mobile Thrift shop in partnership with multiple sustainability clubs.
- A large educational program involving composting and over 60 students.

SEES is a great way to work on challenging and innovative sustainability projects. Our efforts aim to bridge Lafayette and the Easton community. All Lafayette students are welcome, regardless of major or prior experience.

Contacts:
Zach Fiske (President)
fiskez@lafayette.edu
Danny DeMelfi (Vice President)
demelfid@lafayette.edu
Arthur Ayers (Secretary)
ayersad@lafayette.edu
Aidy Ung (Treasurer)
unGA@lafayette.edu
Brothers Of Lafayette

- Brothers of Lafayette’s main objective is to provide academic and lifelong success strengthening the unity amongst men of color at Lafayette College.
- The organization shall be grounded in a brotherhood model with a sharp focus on academic success and the assets of its members.

Past Events
- Laf vs Leigh Rivalry Talk
- Spring Cookout
- Masculinity Talk
- Career Chats with Alumni
- Financial Literacy

Barbershop Talk

Join Us For
- Open conversation, safe-space, comradery, and fellowship

Brothers and Wings

General Body Meeting

Interested in becoming a member?
Contact:
Co-President- Clennie Murphy: murphych@lafayette.edu
Co-President - Jermaine Younger: youngerj@lafayette.edu
Family Weekend is organized and run by a dedicated team of students, selected each year to offer families an opportunity to visit their student and learn more about the Lafayette campus and the Easton community. This unique student leadership opportunity provides a multi-layered experience for identifying talents, building communication skills, learning group dynamics, practicing decision making, and so much more.

Applications Available Spring 2021

For questions, contact

Amy Blythe, blythea@lafayette.edu
Nicole Holzapfel ’21, holzapfn@lafayette.edu
Stefano Mancini ’22, mancinis@lafayette.edu
Academic Departments
- American Institute of Chemical Engineers
- Association for Computing Machinery
- Kirby Government and Law Society
- The Emile Durkheim Society

Cultural
- Chinese Student Association
- Hispanic Society of Lafayette
- Lafayette African and Caribbean Students' Association
- The Abyssinia Association

Arts
- Lafayette Association of Visual Arts
- Lafayette Chorduroys
- Lafayette Dance Company
- Lafayette Interdisciplinary Music Society
- Theater Underground
- MAFia House Band

Greek Life
- Delta Delta Delta
- Pi Beta Phi
- Delta Tau Delta
- Delta Upsilon
- Zeta Psi

College Initiatives
- Lafayette Student Alumni Council

Peer Support
- Athlete Ally

Community Service
- Alternative School Break
- Foundation for International Medical Relief of Children
- Lafayette College Against Cancer

Pre-Professional
- Lafayette College Model United Nations
- Women in Computing

Recreation and Leisure
- Lafayette Anime Club
- Lafayette College Aviation Club
- Lafayette College Esports
- Lafayette Spike Ball Club
- Lafayette Yarn Club
Religious and Spiritual
- Interfaith Council

Social and Political
- College Democrats
- College Republicans
- Students Against Gun Violence

Sports Clubs
- Club Golf
- Club Tennis
- Co-Ed Volleyball
- Lafayette College Boxing Club
- Lafayette College Men's Club Lacrosse
- Lafayette Outdoors Society
- Lafayette Quidditch
- Men's Ice Hockey
- Men's Rugby
- Men's Club Soccer
- Women's Club Basketball
- Women's Clubb Soccer
- Lafayette Wrestling Club
- Lafayette Women's Club Volleyball

Sustainability
- Lafayette Food and Farm Cooperative
- Take Back the Tap
- Dunwich Farmers Markey

Other
- Chess Club
- TEDxLafayette